We are a custom contractor selling aeriation services using the:

**VERTI-DRAIN®**
- Maximum depth of 12".
- Allows you to change the soil profile of your greens.

— OR —

**TORO HYDROJECT®**
- Quality Aeriation with No Disturbance.
- Allows you to aeriate any time of the growing season.

In the spring or fall we can aeriate your greens with the Verti-Drain® and on the same day aeriate your tees and collars with the HydroJect®.

In the summer months, when your greens are under heavy stress and when relief is needed most, we can use the HydroJect® to re-vitalize your greens without interruption of play.

**DEEP** aerifying promotes improved root development, and increases water, oxygen and nutrient infiltration.

For healthier, better-looking turf, **DEEP** aerify!

**WHEN YOU NEED DEEP AERIFICATION**

**THINK FIVE STAR!**

1-800-873-1455

Keith Faber